Adam Parfrey

FROM PULP TO POSTERITY:
THE ORIGINS OF MEN’S ADVENTURE MAGAZINES
SOON AFTER THE SMOOCHES OF VJ DAY, soldiers were brought home and thrown into
civilian life. Despite labor battles and false starts, the American capitalist machine started to roar. Europe and Asia began rebuilding with Marshall Plan billions, and in the
States, millions of servicemen took advantage of G.I. Bill perks and attended college,
trained for jobs and took out cheap loans for homes, farms and businesses.
A societal expansion, unseen in world history since the Roman empire, hit America.
This was a time of confidence and arrogance—of bigness. After decades of the Great
Depression and wartime shortages and sacrifice, spending, consuming and reproducing became synonymous with patriotism.
You couldn’t convince the postwar Fortune 500 that they could show off their cars,
liquor, cigarettes and electric devices in publications synonymous with a depressed
economy. These mags were even named after the raggy paper stock on which they
were printed: pulps. Where in the past the blue-collar workers were content with their
nickel and dime pulps, they now needed larger magazines to fit the larger furniture in
their larger suburban homes. Though many of the themes remained the same—evil
savages, Japs and Nazis torturing hussies in their scanties—the lure of wealth was dangled subliminally into the minds of readers, since large slicks were once a format
reserved for an audience of Ivy League city slickers, as seen in the haughty Harper’s,
eggheaded Esquire and commodious Condé Nast publications.
This new era lacked its means of instruction for gray flannel and blue-collar foot
soldiers. After vets returned home, battles were fought daily in the expanding corporate world. Instead of being sent to Boot Camp, given uniforms and meals and
taught how to make camp and murder, corporate soldiers were expected to compete
in the marketplace, where they were threatened by demotion and a variety of
ridicule. It is not a coincidence that the word “fired” also means to discharge a
firearm or explosive device. The humiliations of the working world and romance were
more subtle and devious. Instead of losing your leg to a grenade, you lost your liver
drinking off the stress, or your head in a traffic accident to another worker speeding
past romantic defeats.
In wartime the Armed Services taught soldiers how to fight enemies, but in postwar
America, working-class soldiers depended upon the mass-market magazines for their
civilian life-lessons. Men’s magazines. Men’s adventure magazines. All of them had,
among the lures of woman flesh and vicious bad guys, a lot of warnings, how-to’s, and
comforting memories of wartime, when decisions were black and white, the villains
darker and victories sweeter.

OUR NAVY , April 1945.
TRUE , December 1946. Illustration: Ralph Stein.
MEN , August 1952. Illustration: George Kanelous.
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A selection of adventure mag-era girlie slicks for men:
SWAGGER, January 1951. SATAN: DEVILISH ENTERTAINMENT FOR MEN, June 1957.
TOMCAT, August 1958. MR.: MISTER … TO YOU , March 1953.
JEM: THE MAGAZINE FOR MASTERFUL MEN, March 1958. ADAM, Vol. 2 No. 2, 1958.

When the Age of Anxiety came to America at the height of the
Cold War, a chaotic market scrambled to sell magazines, at
whatever cost.
Everyone knew why Fawcett Publications’ True commanded a
massive two million copy circulation. Its inoffensive emphasis on
mild recreation and dogs and sweaters made for family-sanctified barbershop reading and the safe and proper gift of wives,
who could rely on True accommodating husbands without
arousing them with photo-spreads of comely hoores or suggestive
lip-smacking articles.
Publishers understood that the reason for True’s large circulation would not hold for impulsive newsstand purchases.
Sensational illustrations, come-on headlines and barely-covered
nymphos beckoned male readers. The trick was to tease coinage
from pockets rather than intimidate buyers fearing humiliation at
the sales register and later with the family at home.
For decades, with its Petty and Varga(s) spreads, as well as its
consumerist manifestos, Esquire was seen as the prototype of the
so-called men’s magazine until December 1953, which brought
in Playboy magazine and the girlie slicker imitations. But neither
Esquire, nor Playboy or the copy publications hit the same audiences, really, of Fawcett’s True magazine, the pulp era of Argosy
and Adventure magazines. The wildest, greasiest subject matter
of men’s adventure magazines of the ‘50s, ‘60s and early ‘70s—
the Nazi torture fiend—was first portrayed in wartime detective
magazines. That evil Nazi, as a character, outperforms the
sadism of DeSade, whose abridged books sold in the back of
many torture-laden adventure mags.
Men’s adventure magazines followed the pulp blueprint
almost precisely. Mutant Chinks and Japs, vicious enemies of
America, spear-chucking, head-collecting savages and damsels in
distress saved at the last second by heroic white men. But unlike
the majority of pulp publications, most adventure magazines
began to purvey the “true story,” whether or not their editorial
staffs actually produced truthful articles, or even cared to do so.
Pulp art and Pulp Culture, which ended soon after the end of
World War II and prior to the emergence of adventure magazines, have earned extravagant book-length investigations in
recent years.
Though many of the best pulp illustrators had even more
extraordinary careers in the postwar men’s adventure slicks, this
genre has not had its books, its public consideration. Perhaps this
is due to a more limited audience and consequently, a narrower
subject matter. Perhaps it’s more difficult to accept extremities in
race, gender, and sadistic sleaze in more recent publications.
Whatever the cause of mass-market inattention, these magazines deserve our interest, as they tell us so much about
American working-class fears, desires and wet dreams of the
early ‘50s through the early ‘70s—a time when cover illustrations
became smaller and smaller, replaced at first by text and later by
photos of girls, when the nth sadistic Nazi torture scene failed to
attract as many buyers as lower-rung softcore photographs.
Speaking to the several extant writers and editors of the
men’s adventure magazine genre, I was surprised by how little
they were aware that their publications put across themes that
might be interpreted as being racist, misogynist, imperialist, or
any other postmodern academic construct today.
“That was the way things were,” said Bruce Jay Friedman,
editor of several Man’s Management publications. “We didn’t
think twice about it.”

Most scribes laboring for Martin Goodman’s Magazine
Management firm and other repositories of adventure magazines spoke of feeling like well-compensated slaves of a very
particular style that was not their own. A July ‘64 issue of
Writer’s Digest encapsulated the style desired by Saga magazine, a less cheesy variety of men’s adventure magazine:
We are principally interested in strong-action picturestories on non-war adventure themes; man against
nature, man against beast, man against man. We try to
stress the “man triumphant” idea whenever possible.
This was not the style with which editor Bruce Jay Friedman
felt most comfortable, and when editing publications for
Martin Goodman he unsuccessfully tried to talk him out of
running advertisements for trusses, an ad signaling the magazine’s target audience: blue-collar yahoos. It would be years
before he could raise his head at industry cocktail parties,
when his acclaimed examples of “black humor fiction” were
seen as appropriate material for a hipper, more monied crowd.
Men’s adventure magazines, or the “sweat” or “armpit
school,” as exemplified by Martin Goodman with its “animal
nibbler” “Sintown epics,” “prison breakouts,” “ingenious G.I.
manufactured contraptions,” “revenge trackdown,” and “death
trek” yarns, were by no means the “leg shackler” magazines,
with their overt torture, Nazi/Jap/Commie/Cuban style.
It’s the lowest of the low, the Nazi torture magazines that are
the most sought-after today, due primarily to amazing cover
paintings by Norm Eastman, Rafael DeSoto and Norman
Saunders, former stars of the most extreme, violent, strange and
torturous pre-Code pulps. Their leg shackler paintings are
remarkable both for their sadistic extremity and genius of execution.
Looking at these magazines, and their perversity, you start to
wonder what possessed those who drew, wrote, edited and
published them. When you look at the biographies of certain
responsible parties, the bulb brightens.
There’s Norman Saunders, illustrator, King of the Pulps, and
later, creator of the great tongue-in-cheek kiddie horror “Mars
Attacks” cards, and if we believe his son David Saunders, he had
his most fun with Wacky Packs, the beyond-Mad Magazine rip at
advertising and corporatism. And Bruce Jay Friedman, later the
author of Steambath and Stern and The Lonely Man, one of the
first writers heralded for perpetrating diseased black humor on
the the American public. Read Bruce Jay and son Josh Alan’s articles about the genre, and look at the party pictures, and you
begin to understand that the tongues were packed in cheek, and
sometimes they spilled out. As long as buyers were roped in,
publishers overlooked the dark “in” humor.
* * * * *
Most heterosexuals today would not be comfortable purchasing a magazine illustrating the adventures of manly men. Male
interest in male things is no longer sanctioned for straight audiences, particularly in the form of a magazine, outside of professional sports. Sports Illustrated’s annual swimsuit issue is the
signifier that allows men to become obsessed with male sports
figures in the way women were once allowed to swoon over
crooners and soap opera stars.
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Adventure mag-period “true crime” slicks for men:
CRIME CONFESSIONS, June 1956. PRIVATE EYE ILLUSTRATED, November 1963.
TRUE CASES OF WOMEN IN CRIME, September 1950. INSIDE DETECTIVE , January 1955.
BEST TRUE FACT DETECTIVE, 1946. UNDERWORLD DETECTIVE, January 1950. Illustration: J. George Janes.

Period gossip magazines read by men:
DARE, August, September 1956. UNCENSORED, December 1954.
CONFIDENTIAL, July 1957. BEHIND THE SCENE, November 1956.
ON THE Q.T. , August 1955. EXPOSED: ALL THE FACTS … ALL THE NAMES, June 1957.

Magazines with Male in their title are pitched to quite a different audience today
than back in 1953. Urban Male Magazine uses the acronym UMM to avoid the confusion of hetero male readers who wish to purchase yet another magazine with a
woman celebrity on its cover, but not be lumped in with buyers of Bulk Male magazine, for devout worshippers of “bear” gay daddies. Male2Day advertises itself as
“the most informative free gay magazine.” Certified Male is for Iron John/Robert Bly
advocates.
For Men Only, Magazine Management’s long-running adventure title, would not
be seen today as being legitimately heterosexual. Gender exclusion is allowed gay
and lesbians but not happy hetero couples fulfilling progressive notions of equality.
In their time, men’s adventure magazines revealed an American dream distressed by
fear. Among the combat heroes, early Korean War-era issues hinted of degeneration
taking hold in “sinful cities,” and an increasingly sissified American male. Readers
were warned of a growing epidemic of lesbianism, one that could steal devoted wives
and girlfriends. Fear of homosexuality was addressed several ways. A sociological
approach, specific to Cold War paranoia, informed the reader that normal-looking
men, the type that wear a wedding ring and cut your meat at the market, could be
secretively undertaking a “gay life.” A psychiatric approach reassured readers that
abnormal homosexual impulses could be successfully turned back with therapy. Joe
Weider’s American Manhood magazine ignored the issue almost completely, but its
cover illustrations featured unusually gay-looking bodybuilder type hunks. Men in
Adventure warned buyers with an all-caps headline filling a third of the magazine:
“YOU CAN BE FRAMED ON A HOMO RAP!” The “homo rap” was an extortion racket played by street-savvy juvies who could easily convince policemen that the innocent
reader was some sort of bullying pedophile.
Adventure magazines really exploded onto the market during the Korean War, what
Mario Puzo called “the non-fun war.” And the genre ended in the early ‘70s, a period
heavily soaked in, according to Puzo, “another non-fun war.” The non-fun wars were
never exploitable. According to Martin Goodman, whose Magazine Management
company put out many of the bestselling PG-rated men’s adventure magazines,“you
can’t give away the Vietnam War.” But, says Puzo, World War II was totally “fun,”
totally exploitable.
The psychic confusion and indefinable enemies of the Cold War resulted in lower
sales figures, and by result, fewer magazines exploited the fears of Red China, Soviet
Union, North Korea and Vietnam and other Commie dominoes. For a couple years,
though, Fidel Castro, so annoying close and demonstrably hateful to American
soil,was often seen burning the feet and threatening the scantily-clad Miss America
type. “Watch her die screaming, gringo dog!”
It was this latter stage of the Cold War conflict that also saw the explosion of the
softcore girlie nudie, when men no longer pretended interest in the hoary patriotism
of the past and a strange publishing revolution started to focus on beaver and pubic
hair. Nothing to believe in except the desperate reality of pink.

RACKETS , June 1956. The consumer racket adventure.
REAL , February 1967. The “non-fun,” no-circ war.
G.I. COMBAT , February 1959. Illustration: Joe Kubert. Adventure in comics.
FOR MEN ONLY , June 1972.
MALE , August 1972.
MEN , June 1972.
TRUE ACTION , June 1971.
MAN’S DARING , May 1965.
MAN’S LIFE , November 1974.
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The transition from adventure illustration to photographed flesh.
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